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fessionalization, or "The Confessional Age," have

mation"), with an excursion into the vibrant field
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twenty years ago, but the study of Catholicism re‐
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thors of a new survey of this field, are keenly
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Under Reinhard's leadership, research on

"Confessional Age," a period of German history

Catholic Germany was integrated into the study of

that fell between the Reformation (said to end

confessionalization from the beginning. Indeed,

around 1550) and the Thirty Years' War. Of course
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Thirty Years' War, outside of Bavaria, parts of

religion and the place of the Old Reich in the his‐

Franconia and perhaps the city of Cologne. In‐

tory of modern Germany are of limited interest to

stead, studies by historians like Louis Châtellier

non-German historians of early modern Europe.
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terest among historians of Italian religion, confes‐
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sionalization is really only familiar to historians

weiterung bzw. der Modifikation. Angesichts der

of early modern Germany. This parochialism can
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have a negative impact on historians of Catholic

hin zur Mikrohistorie, Alltagsgeschichte und

Germany, who are (or should be) engaged with

neuen Kulturgeschichte ist zu erwarten, dass sich

the wider study of Catholicism. A number of very

die Konfessionalisierungsforschung in Zukunft

valuable studies of Catholic regions have been

auf die Frage nach der Bedeutung und Wirk‐

done by French scholars like François and Gerald

samkeit staatlicher Konfessionalisierungsmass‐

Chaix (on Cologne), yet these historians do not

nahmen fuer die Lebenswelten des "Volkes" richt‐

take the conceptual frameworks around confes‐

en wird." Historians of Catholic Germany have

sionalization as their starting point. Anglophone

taken the lead in integrating these new fields into

historians writing about Catholic Germany, while

studies of confessionalization. Studies of Baroque

increasingly read by their German colleagues,

Catholicism, that is of the flowering of popular

have to consider whether embedding their histo‐

Catholic life in the century or so after 1650, have

ries in the discourse of confessionalization will

used the methods described above to give a dense

limit their ability to participate in wider debates

analysis of religious life. Perhaps the best of these

about religion in early modern Europe. Ideally, of

studies is that of Andreas Holzem, a massively re‐

course, useful aspects of the confessionalization

searched account of all aspects of rural Catholi‐

paradigm (as Ehrenpreis and Lotz-Heumann call

cism in Westphalia. Revealingly entitled Religion
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und
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Lebensformen.

Katholische
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Muenster. 1570-1800, Holzem's book successfully

But how and where will confessionalization

uses the methods of Alltagsgeschichte and the so‐

gain more attention from historians? In my view,

cial history of religion to examine the develop‐

confessionalization gained its appeal among histo‐

ment of Catholic confessionalism. In his study,

rians of Germany because it allowed historians of

and others like it, the confessionalization thesis

religion (historians of Christianity really) to break

provides a starting point and, at the same time, is

out of the traditional confessional historiogra‐

subject to considerable revision.

phies, while also allowing them to claim a place,
along with political and social historians, in the

Finally, recent work on the process of secular‐

study of modernization. These issues--the confes‐

ization in the eighteenth century by scholars like

sionalized nature of the history of early modern

Michael Pammer and Rudolf Schloegl provide an
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important link in the history of Catholicism be‐
tween the Baroque (and confessional) Catholicism
of the century after 1650 and the Catholic Ultra‐
montane revival of the nineteenth century. Pam‐
mer and Schloegl show how elements of the
Catholic Buergertum moved away from tradition‐
al, public practices and institutions (like confra‐
ternities, pilgrimages, and processions) toward a
new, more private and individual religion. These
studies benefit from the better understanding of
traditional Catholicism provided by the develop‐
ments in the field discussed above. The studies
also demonstrate that, pace Weber, the Catholic
middle class developed modern characteristics in
the eighteenth century. Historians' willingness to
recognize parallel developments across the con‐
fessions may partially be credited to the work on
early modern confessionalization.
There is also some irony in the story of the
confessionalization thesis. By linking religion to
modernization and the state, the thesis initially
served to bring the study of religion, and even the
study of German Catholicism, from the margins to
the center of German history in the post-Reforma‐
tion era. However, because the confessionaliza‐
tion thesis has caused historians to examine the
development and nature of religious identities,
fields of study, like Alltagsgeschichte, historical
anthropology and local history/microhistory, long
marginalized in German historiography, have be‐
gun to take a more prominent role. In the future,
one would hope that studies of early modern reli‐
gion will continue to exploit this tendency, while
also integrating the history of religious develop‐
ments in Germany with those in Europe more
generally.
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